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SuperMaxx .21 chassis conversion instructions 
Please read these instructions and familiarize yourself with them before installing this kit. 

Support and set up sheets may be found at www.MonsterMaxx.com or www.MaxxTraxx.com in the SuperMaxx 
forum. Suggestions and improvement are always welcome. 
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Warrantee: 
Lifetime for manufacturing defects. 
Severe abuse policy: 30% off replacement. So if the replacement part is $10 you pay $7 
Parts MUST be returned to Unlimited, Inc to be eligible for warrantee or severe abuse replacement. 
Warrantee or severe abuse should be sent directly to Unlimited. Sending through point of purchase will only 
delay the process. 
 
 

We make every effort for perfection, but there are always some machining marks in any CNC product. If 
something is unacceptable to you we will happily replace the part(s). You must return the part(s) new and unused 
to Unlimited, Inc before replacement is shipped. 
 
There are Allen wrenches included in the kit but I recommend getting a good set like the Ofna or MIP wrenches. 
They are well worth the $25. I am searching for a supplier of these but am still using the Ofna myself.  
 
I would appreciate it if you give me the opportunity to correct any problems before broadcasting them to the 
world. I am a small company and negative publicity can do a lot of harm. I will do all that is possible to make you 
happy.  E-mail me at MonsterMaxx@att.net 
 
Take your time and be patient the rewards will be well worth it. You should be able to complete this in 1-2 
evenings. 
 
The parts arrive with a residue from the finishing process, it’s a protectant also. Wash your parts with mild soapy 
water and dry, a scotch bright sponge helps too. We put the best finish we can on these parts, the next step is hand 
polishing. It would add too much cost for us to be able to include it, but you would be amazed what a few minutes 
and some Mothers Aluminum polish will do to bring out the shine. 
 
If you have chosen to NOT use the SuperMaxx Titanium shafts you will need one of TRX’s long half shafts. 
Many of you have these in your spare parts kit, but if not you can get a 2 pack TRX 4950 or a 6 pack TRX 4952 

 
I’ve included a few extra items as a courtesy. 
 
Key: 
SHCS = Socket Head Cap Screw 
PHMS = Pan/Phillips Head Machine Screw 
BHCS = Button Head Cap Screw 
SHSS = Socket Head Set Screw 

 
Application calls for 242 blue Locktite. I recommend using this for all fasteners 
Do NOT get Locktite on your TRX servos or the Lexan. They will dissolve. To use locktite put some in the holes 
then wipe off any excess. You’ve been warned. 

 
OK, now it’s time to get the wrenches and GO! 
 
Thank you for choosing Unlimited Inc and congratulations on purchasing the most robust, finely engineered and 
highest performing upgrades available for your Maxx. 

 
Disclaimer: 

Photos shown are under controlled conditions with a trained driver. Duplication of these stunts could cause 
serious injury or death as well as damage to your truck. Unlimited will not be held responsible. With the speeds and 
mass of your truck, it is capable of delivering thousands of pounds of force. Use caution at all times.  Be aware of 

those around you. Let's be safe out there! 
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Item Qty used in…
Chassis Deck 1
Lower Braces 2
Motor Mounts 2
Throttle Servo Mounts 2
Reverse Servo Mounts 2
Clutch Nut 1
Clutch Nut with shaft 1
Drive Cup 5mm 2
Drive Cup 6mm 2
Dog Bone Long 1
Dog Bone Short 1
Antenna Mount 1

M3 fender washer 5 Pipe Hanger, Lexan Shield
M3 Flat Washer 10 Servo Mounting
M3 Nylock Nut 1 Pipe Hanger
M3x12 SHCS 20 Transmission, Motor mount ,Chassis to bulkhead, Pipe H
M3x8 SHCS 38 Chassis to Lower Brace, Component mounting, Lexan Sh
M3x8 SHFH 14 Lower Braces to Skid Plates & center skid
M4x12 SHCS 4 Engine to chassis
M5 E-clip 1 pilot shaft
M5 washer 1 pilot shaft
M5x6 SHSS 6 Drive Cups
M5x8 SHSS 2 Drive Cup - Brake
Shim .25mm 1 flywheel shim
Shim .6mm 1 flywheel shim
Shim 1mm 2 flywheel shim
Throttle Linkage 1
Ball Cup 1
2mm L-key 1
2.5mm L-Key 1
3mm L-Key 1
Velcro 1

SuperMaxx .21 Chassis Parts List
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1. Dissassemble.  
a. Remove front and rear bulkheads leaving the skids and steering posts attached.  
b. Completely disassemble the chassis, removing all 

components. (May do this as you go.) 
2. Fit Bulkheads 

Fillet (round the sharp edge) the corners of the bulkheads 
so they pocket into the chassis deck. It normally doesn’t 
take much to make these fit well, don’t skip this or you 
will have a really hard time getting the screws in and will 
probably damage things before you get it done. 
With the plastic bulkheads you will be able to do this with 
a knife, the aluminum aftermarket bulkheads will require a 
file or dremmel. This is easier to do with just the deck in 
hand, prior to assembling the braces. 
I have found a lot of variation in the fitting needs here.  
Some bulks fit right in w/o modification, some require you 
to remove some material (~.5mm) from the end of the 
bulk. To date I’ve tested 4 different mfgrs bulks and every 
one is different. Having a nice tight fit here allows us to 
transfer a lot more force than the 3mm screws are capable 
of. Otherwise the screws take it all. Unfortunately the 
bulks that fit w/o mod are also the weakest on the market 
and the ones that require the most fitting are the one of the 
best. I may increase the length of this pocket a bit, but this 
will be based on feedback from you. Let me know if the fitting you had to do was objectionable. 
 

3. Assemble lower braces to chassis deck using M3x8 SHCS (Qty 10). Clean out the little pockets so there’s 
nothing between the chassis and the braces. You can use your hobby knife to do this. 

 
 
 
 

8

fillet here
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4. Now attach the bulkhead assemblies. Use M3x12 SHCS to attach the chassis to bulkheads and M3x8 SHFS to 
attach the skids to lower braces and the steering posts to the chassis.  

We assume you are starting with a complete Maxx and have removed the complete bulkhead assemblies from you’re your truck and merely 
need to reinstall them here. If you are scratch building please refer to Traxxas for instruction. 
 Suspension arms and towers removed from pictures for clarity, you need not remove them to complete the assembly. 

 
5. Now is a good time to trim the lexan side shields. Do not get locktite on the lexan it will destroy it.  

a. Fit one up against the underside and push it up tight to the corners. The key to these working well is a snug 
fit in the corner formed between the chassis and lower brace. Mark both mounting holes and drill. Attach 
with M3x8 SHCS and oversize 3mm washer.  

b. Holding them tight against the chassis and lower brace scribe them with a sharp knife. Snap off the 
remainder and file smooth 

c. Mark the motor mount screw holes and trim to clear the heads of the motor mount screws 
d. Set them aside for now, you will trim them further to fit the servo 

6. Install Drive cups. 
a. Using M5x6 SHSS put one set screw in a hole and 

leave the other open. Be sure to use locktite on 
these. The differential cups are 6mm ID 
(transmission ones are the smaller 5mm ID drive 
cups). 

b. You want to be careful you do not leave too much 
end play on the pinion. This is easily done by 
preloading it a little with a smaller wrench in the 
open hole while you tighten the other. Do not 
overdo this, it will ruin the bearings, you are only 
taking the slop out. 

c. Slip it in place. Use the 2.5mm L-key on the set screw, use another small diameter item like a smaller L-
key or drill bit through the open hole into the hole in the pinion to pry the shaft out and the drive cup in. 
Don’t overdo it, you only want to take out the end play. Tighten the set screw and then add the other one. 

d. IF you have shimmed the spyder gears by adding a Teflon between the spyder and ring gear you may need 
to dremmel .010” from the back side of the drive cup where it fits against the ring side. I’ve found that in 
some cases this will preload the spyder to ring and you won’t get smooth differential movement.  

Attach lexan shield here

10

8

For OS engines, exchange this screw
 for a flat head and counter sink the hole
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7. Install the transmission cups. If you have chosen to NOT use the SuperMaxx Titanium shafts you will need one 
of TRX’s long half shafts. Many of you have these in your spare parts kit, but if not you can get a 2 pack TRX 
4950 or a 6 pack TRX 4952 

a. Begin by drilling the brake hex out with a 5mm drill 
bit. 

b. Using the 5mmID drive cups install the M5x8 SHSS. 
I’ve found some variation in the length of these set 
screws (some as much as .25mm). If they are a little 
short, no problem, if too long they bind up the brake 
disks. You have 2 choices, dremmel a little from the end 
of the set screw (I take it off the socket side) or cut little 
notches in the brake disk. Really these need to be 7.5mm 
long but such an animal does not exist. 
c. Be sure there is a small gap between the transmission 

and the drive hex 
d. Now is a good time to do the double disk conversion 

if you like. 
i.  You will need another disk TRX 4964 (also 

there’s a guy on eBay selling some good ones 
for $4 each)  and a caliper kit TRX 4965 

ii. Take the brass button and push it into the 
transmission, mark it where it’s flush with the 
transmission housing 

iii. Now grind the button until it sits nearly flush 
with the face of the transmission. 

iv. Take one of the new caliper pads and deburr 
the sharp face. This will be the middle caliper 

v. If you are planning to use the stock rx box you 
will need to remove a little material from the 
front caliper where it will hit the box. If you 
don’t do this it will apply the brakes. 

vi. You can also slightly chamfer the edges of the 
actuator rod, this will smooth the action. 

vii. Install the rod, button, calipers, disks and 
screws. Be sure the sharp edged of the calipers 
are NOT facing the disks. 

viii. Bend the brake arm like in this picture (aprox 
30°) 

 
e. Install the drive cup on the rear of the transmission 
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8. Installing the transmission 
You will notice that the right rear transmission screw hole is not available for use. The reason for this is that if you 
use a screw that is a mere 2mm longer it will lock up the 2 speed and will blow the transmission when it shifts. 

a. Position the transmission and driveshafts 
b. Using M3x12 SHCS attach the transmission. It’s easier to get these screws in place by holding them with 

needle nose pliers. 
c. If you have stripped the transmission out don’t fear, we can help you. I attach my transmission with the 

front two screws on the right side and the front and rear screws on the left.  
i. First you need to use a knife to trim the rib on the right hand side so there’s room for a M3 nut on 

top. 
ii. Now install the transmission with the longer screws and use the nuts on top to secure the 

transmission 
 

M3x12 SHCS

M3x12 SHCS

Short Dog Bone

Long Dog Bone

NO mounting hole location here

12

 
9. Prepare the reverse servo (if you are 

going to use it). 
a. Trim the little rib off the front 

of the servo as shown. 
b. Install using the M3x8 SHCS 

and 3mm washers. 
c. Don’t get locktite on your TRX 

servos. 
d. Install linkage as shown. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Trim this rib
flush
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10. Installing components. You can choose between two configurations which I will call Stock configuration and 

Racing Configuration. The Stock configuration uses all the stock components. The Racing configuration uses a 5 
cell hump pack (3+2) in place of the TRX batt box, allows a different placement of the throttle servo and allows 
the use of a different fuel tank. Do NOT get Locktite on your TRX servos. They will dissolve. To use Locktite put 
some in the holes then wipe off any excess. You’ve been warned. 

a. Stock 
i. Using all the stock components, install as shown. If using an aftermarket throttle servo you may 

need an extension wire. 

b. Racing 
i. Using the 5 cell hump pack (3+2) and alternate servo mounting location. To use the optional Ofna 

fuel tank you must use this configuration. 
ii. Use Velcro between the battery and the chassis to prevent chafing, hold down with a zip tie. 

M3x8 SHCS 
w/ 3mm washer

M3x8 SHCS

8

M3x8 SHCS 
w/ 3mm washer

M3x8 SHCS 
w/ 3mm washer

M3x8 SHCS

8

M3x8 SHCS 
w/ 3mm washer
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11. Prepare engine assembly. 
a. Install the Motor Mounts using the M3x12 SHCS 
b. If you have a SG type shaft (pilot shaft) engine no crankshaft modifications are needed, otherwise measure 

14mm from the main bearing and cut shaft to length. This is a conservative starting place, to date I’ve 
found that I usually end up around 12mm final length, but it’s a lot easier to take it off than to put it back. 
You want to keep any particles out of the engine. One way to do this is to put the engine in a baggie and 
push the crankshaft out of the bag. 

c. Now install 1 thin and one of the thick shims. You may need to change this after you install the engine on 
the truck, but this is a good starting place. 

d. Do not try to hold your crankshaft with the pullstart. 
e. Add your stock split collet, flywheel and then the appropriate nut and tighten. Install the clutch. Add one 

stock Teflon washer, bearing, clutch bell, bearing, Teflon washer, 5mm washer and e-clipOS engine will 
require the use of OS’s riser blocks (included with your OS engine.) 

14

12
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12.  Install engine onto chassis using M4x12 SHCS 
Check that you have full face contact between bell and spur, if not change shims behind flywheel or clutch bell as 
necessary. 

 
 
 
 
 

12
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13. Add fuel tank and pipe 
a. Install tank using M3x8 SHCS. You may install the optional Ofna tank if you like, though you must use 

the alternate throttle servo location and 5 cell hump pack. 
b. Install header and pipe.  

i. Bend wire into a hanger for pipe. Use a pair of needle nose and wrap the wire around it.  
ii. Use M3x10 SHCS and large 3mm washer and Nylock nut to install hanger into one of the open 

holes near the  front of the pipe. Leave slightly loose 
iii. Bend the hanger so that you can attach the pipe. Tighten. 
8
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14.  Stock Setup: Now it’s time to start hooking up the linkage and routing the fuel lines. 
First route your wires and hook up all your electronics.  
a. Steering 

i. Screw the steering rod end until it butts up against the other rod end. Attach to servo saver etc. This 
will leave it a little long, if you so desire you can disassemble the linkage, shorten the rod by 3mm 
and cut 1.5mm off the end of each rod end. This will position the servo saver in the middle. I have 
done it both ways and cannot tell the difference from a functional standpoint, though it does look 
better when it is shortened. 

Now choose between stock layout and race layout 
b. Stock Setup 

i. Throttle 
1. Using the stock throttle servo horn cut the 3 hole side down to 1 hole and round the end. 

Install the swivels in hole 2 on the brake side and hole 1 on the throttle side. 
2. If you are using the TRX tx/rx you need to set the maximum travel of the servo horn such 

that it will not hit the spur gear. If you have an advanced radio with end point adjustment 
this will not be needed. 

3. Turn on the system and apply full throttle. Install the servo horn so that there is still 
clearance between it and the spur. 

4. Screw the ball link onto the 2-56 threaded rod, add one of your stock collets, a stock spring 
and slide into the swivel, add collet. 

5. Now add a slight bend the linkage so that it does not bind as it passes through the swivel. 
You need this to account for the differences in carburetor height. Picco’s are low and OS’s 
are high 

ii. Brakes 
1. You should have already bent the arm so simply hook up as shown. Pic below shows truck 

in neutral position 
iii. Reverse – hook up to transmission. Adjust so there’s pressure on the linkage at both extremes. 
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c.  Race Setup:  
i. Fuel tank: shown here with the optional Ofna tank. We have a new rear servo mount in 

development which will move the tank 4mm further from the engine allowing more room for long 
slide carbs and oversize pullstarts. Stock fuel tank works fine too. 

ii. Throttle/brake: pretty much the same directions as the stock layout though using the alternate 
position and length’s differ a bit 

iii. On/Off switch: Racer’s don’t use switches. We like hard connections as shown.  
iv. Battery: Use Velcro on the deck and under the battery, then secure with a zip tie. 
v. Reverse: Shown here without, though can be used no problem. 

vi. Reciever: Another fine use of Velcro and zip ties. Also showing the Kyosho receiver cover. 
vii. Antenna mount: Use M3x8 SHCS to attach as shown. 

viii. Skid marks on head and dirt: Optional, we’ll allow you to figure out how to apply these on your 
own. 
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And that’s about it folks. If I’ve missed anything e-mail your suggestions to MonsterMaxx@att.net and I’ll add it to 
the next version of the instructions 
 
Now check everything over and go have some fun. After your first run check everything over carefully. 
 
Thank you for your support, 
 
Robin Oury 
President  
Unlimited, Inc 
500 Dunwoody Drive 
Simpsonville, SC 29681 
www.MonsterMaxx.com 
MonsterMaxx@att.net 

 


